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( M/s. HLA Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.
M/s. BHLA Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.

qRDER

PER BENCH

The captioned appeals have'been filed by two different assessee

challenging the impugned separate but common orders of even date

14th July 2076, passed by the learned Commissioner of Income Tax

(Appeals)-2, Nagpur, for the assessment year 2or3-r4, 2ot4-L5,

2015-16 (in case of M/s.HLA Enterprises pvt. Ltd.) and for the

assessment year 2074-15 and 2015-16 (in case of BHLA Enterprises

Pvt. Ltd.) respectively.

. Since all the aforesaid appeals involve common issue, except

variation in figures, which arose out of identical set of facts and
I

circumstances, therefore, as a matter of convenience, these appeals

were clubbed and heard together and are being disposed off by way of

this consolidated order. However, in order to understand the

implication, it would be necessary to take note of the facts of one

appeal. we are, therefore, narrating the facts, as they appear in the

appeal in ITAno.542/Nag./2016, for assessment year 2or3-14, the

result of which will be mutatis mutandis applicable to the other

similarly situated appeals on identical issue raised by the assessee for

the other assessment years under consideration.
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3. The only common issue which

whether or not the authorities below

confirming the addition on account

"assessee in default,, for non-payment

short "TCS') on its sale.

3

M/s. HtA Enrcrprises pvt. l.td.
M/s. BHLA Enterprises pvt. Ltd.

arose in all these appeals is,

were justified in making and

of treating the assessee as

of Tax Collected at Source (in

4. Brief facts are, the assessee in the present case is a trader in
coal. A survey under section 1334 of the Income Tax Act, 1961 (in

short "the Act') was conducted on 1Lth August 2015. For the year

under consideration, during the course of assessment proceedings,. the

sing officer noticed that the assessee had coilected TCs in
spect of sales made but had not deposited the same into the

Government account. In response to the expranation as sought by the

Assessing officer as to why the assessee should not be treated as

"assessee in default" for the TCS collected but not paid in view of the

prqvisions of section 206C(6A) of the Act, the assessee submitted that

its purchasers had informed the company that provisions of section

206c of the Act are applicable at the time of first sale and would not

be application in second or subsequent sare of goods. The assessee

also submitted that proviso of 206c of the Act was inserted in the

Incomeu Tax Act, 1961 by Finance Act, 1gBB, wherein it was clearly
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mentioned that the tax would be collectible only "at the point of first

sale" and the proviSions of section shall not apply to any buyer in the

second or subsequent sale of goods. The Assessing Officer, however,

did not find any merit in the submissions of the assessee and held that

the assessee though collected TCS in respect of sales made but had

not deposited the same into the Government account and hence, the

assessee was treated as "assessee in default" as per the provisions of

section 206C(6A) of the Act and accordingly computed the liability

aggrieved, the assessee carried the matter before the first appellate

ority challenging the order so passed by the Assessing officer.

' The learned CIT(A) confirmed the order of the Assessing Officer

inter-alia holding that the assessee had not made any submissions on

the issue at any stage and hence, no relief can be given. He also held

that there no supporting submissions have been made for the

assertion that if there was outstanding amount standing. in their books

of account of the same buyer, it cannot pay the TCS and such

assertion has to be backed by cogent evidences which are absent in

the present case' The assessee being once again unsuccessful, filed

appeal before the Tribunal.

6. Before us, during the course of hearing, the learned counsel
j

the assessee submitted that the proviso to section 206c(6A) of the

for

Act
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provides that the assessee may not be treated as "assessee in default,,

if the buyer has furnished his return with tax payment thereon by

incorporating all its purchase and a certificate to this effect from an

Accountant in the prescribed Form no.27BA, has been furnished by

such buyer' The learned counsel further submitted that the assessee

has now received the certificate from the chartered Accountant in the
prescribed form no.27BA in accordance with the proviso to section

206c(64) and as a resurt, the rearned counser prayed that the

assessee may not be treated as "assessee in defaurt,,. Accordingry,

application for admission of additional evidence under rule 29 of the
I.T. Rules, L962, arong with Forn no.27BA, have been submittejd''by) .

e learned A.R.

7. The learned Departmental Representative

to the submissions of the rearned counser for

relying upon the order of the authorities below.

vehemently objected

the assessee while

B' we have carefully considered the rival contentions, perused the

orders of the authorities below and the material placed on record.

Undisputedly, the assessee has indeed coilected TCS in respect of
sales made but had not deposited the same into the Government

account' During the course of hearing, the learned Counsel for the
assessee furnished additional evidence under Rule 29 of the I.T. Rules

by wai'of a certificate which is received from the Chartered
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Accountant in the prescribed Form no.Z7BA in accordance with the

proviso to section )ooc(oA) of the Act. which reads as under:

"(64) If any person responsible for coilecting tax in accordance with
the provisions of this section does not collect the whole or any part of
the tax or after collecting, fails to pay the tax as required by or under
this Act, he shall, without prejudice to any other consequences which
he may incur, be deemed to be an assessee in default in respect of the
tax:
Provided that any person zsS***1 responsible for collecting tax in
accordance with the provisions of this section, who faits to collect the
whole or any part of the tax on the amount received from a buyer or
licensee or lessee or on the amount debited to the account of the
buyer or licensee or lessee shalt not be deemed to be an assessee in
default in respect of such tax if such buyer or ricensee or /essee-

(i) has furnished his return of income under section 139;
(ii) has taken into account such amount for computing income in

such return of income; and
(iii) has paid the tax due on the income declared by him in such

return of income,
the person furnishes a certificate to this effect from an accountant

in such form as may be prescribed:"

9. Consequently, we are of the considered opinion that since the

forms cited supra, which are admissible under law, relevant for the

issue under consideration to be decided but were not available with

the assessee earlier hence the assessee could not produce the same

before the authorities below. Hence we allow to admit the application

for additional evidence under rure 29 along with Form no.27BA.

Accordingly, to provide an opportunity to the Assessing officer to

examine the facts in light of the available evidences, we set aside the

impugned order passed by the learned Assessing Officer and learned

CIT(A) and restore the issue back to the file of the Assessing Officer

for denovo adjudication in the light of the proviso to 206C of the Act
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which was inserted in the Income Tax Act, 1961 by Finance Act, 1988,

and decide the issue in accordance with law. The assessee is hereby

directed to cooperate in the reassessment proceedings. Thus, the

grounds raised by the assessee ar€ allowed for statistical purpose.

10. In the result, assessee's appeal for A.y. zol3-14 is allowed for

statistical purposes,

'i'
1. In all the aforesaid appears, the onry issue raised by the assessee

is, whether or not the authorities below were justified in making and

confirming the addition on account of treating the assessee as

"assessee in default" for non-payment of Tax collected at source (in

short "TCS') on its sale.

12. . The aforesaid issue has been decided by us in one of the

assessee's appeal being ITAno.542/Nag./20L6, for the A.y. 2ol3_14,
wherein keeping in view the additional evidence filed by the assessee

which was not available before the authorities below at the time of

deciding the issue by them, consequenUy, we set aside the impugned

orderss passed by the learned Assessing officer as well as learned
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CIT(A) for all the assessment years under consideration and restore

the issue back to - the file of the Assessing officer for denovo

adjudication in the light of the proviso to 206c of the Act which was

inserted in the Income Tax Act, 1961 by Finance Act, 1988, and decide

the issue afresh in accordance with raw. Accordingry, the grounds

raised by the assessee for all the years under consideration are

allowed for statistical purpose.

13.

A.Y.

sd/ -
SANDEEP GOSAIN
JUDICIAL MEMBER

NAGPUR, DATED: Zt.O4.2O2Z

Copv of the order forvlrarded to:

\(41-'The Asses.see; I
(2) The Revenue;

(3) rhe :IT(A);

sd/ -
ARUN KHODPIA

ACCOUNTANT MEMBER

In the result, above referred appeals of both the assessee,s for
2014-15 and 2015-16 are ailowed for statisticar purpose.

order pronounced in the open court on 2r.04.2022

(4) The CIT, Nagpur City concerned;
(5) The DR, ITAT, Nagpur;
(6) Guard fite.

P_radeep J. Chowdhury
Sr. Private Secretary

Il ls *1Ln, Rn{.r,plse B,} Ltd.lforhr,q+loesc, 
Trln s,_F Bw s.lcrrdflilr Bur-R :r'nteq>r;,u#H fffifilr lcpnur
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